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Background 

This current report reveals six military sites used by Hezbollah in southern Lebanon in the geographical area north 

of the city of Nabatieh. This geographic area is part of Hezbollah's "second line of defense", stretches from north 

of the Litani River across to the Zahrani River (Hezbollah’s "first line of defense" stretches from the Israeli border 

up to the Litani River). 

The sites are located in buildings within the populated villages and in areas very close to the villages. The areas 

near the villages were declared closed military zones by Hezbollah, the entrance to these areas for civilians is 

prohibited. Hezbollah confiscated some of the land in those areas from the civilian landowners. In cases where 

Hezbollah did not confiscate the land in the area declared as a closed military zone, the residents must request 

explicit permission from Hezbollah's regional security commander in order to make any use of the land. 

Some of these sites are utilized by the missile and rocket array system for their storage and/ or as launch sites. 

Other parts of these sites are used by the engineering unit and some are used as bunkers and structures for 

storing weapons including rockets. 

Material we located online on Twitter, from August 07, 2020, states that Hezbollah's engineering unit is 

manufacturing IEDs in a building in the town of Ain Qana, located in the geographical area called Aqlim al Toufah 

in southern Lebanon (north of the city of Nabatieh). It also states that Hezbollah stores large quantities of 

explosives in the building. An aerial photograph indicating the area of the building in Ain Qana accompanied the 

tweet. The name of the above Twitter account is undisclosed for security reasons. We do not know if the account 

name and identity are genuine, they may actually be fake. The Twitter account is closed for now. 

 

At noon, September 22, 2020, about a month and a half after 

the information regarding the building in Ain Qana was 

published, a large explosion, heard throughout southern 

Lebanon, occurred in the building in question (marked with a 

red arrow):  

  

Above: a regional map and location of the town of Ain Qana. Above: The original tweet and aerial photo from August 07, 2020. 
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Many indications, collected by us during the hours after the explosion and based on Hezbollah's modus operandi, 

pointed to one clear conclusion: the explosion took place in the village in a building belonging to Hezbollah used 

to store weapons as part of the human shield tactic.  

You can read our exclusive article published in October 2020 about the explosion in Ain Qana that exposed 

Hezbollah’s use of its “human shield” tactic in southern Lebanon as a cover for its storage of weapons.  

The explosion in the building in Ain Qana and the many indications that followed, reinforced the reliability of the 

above source and so we acted to further research the source and the additional information published by it. After 

processing the information from this source, we were able to find additional information from other sources 

regarding these sites. The findings of our research are reflected in this report. 

Hezbollah estimates that in a future confrontation against Israel, it will be difficult for it to defend itself in the 

open areas vis-à-vis the IDF, but it sees itself able to maintain, within the urban areas in the villages, its continuum 

of activity in general and the succession of rocket and missile launches into Israel in particular, maintaining its 

ability to surprise the IDF using tunnel warfare. 

Accordingly, about each of the 200~ Shi'ite villages in the area south of the Zaharani River up to the border with 

Israel and the adjacent areas have become part of Hezbollah's military infrastructure and are part of the 

organization's "regional defensive plan" – a term used by Hezbollah. This defensive plan is actually based on two 

lines of defense. The "first line of defense" stretches from the Israeli border up to the Litani River, and the "second 

line of defense" stretches from north of the Litani River across to the Zahrani River. In practice, this "defensive 

plan" actually has an offensive component of rockets designated to be launched at Israel's Homefront in large 

quantities. 

As part of the human shield tactic in the southern villages, networks of underground combat tunnels and bunkers 

for storing weapons were built. Intelligence and observation command rooms were established throughout their 

territory and engineering infrastructures and anti-tank weapons were deployed throughout the villages. 

In areas very close to the villages, missile launchers (up to a medium range of about 300 km) and rockets (short-

range, tens of km) were deployed and placed under the auspices of the agricultural areas. 

Each village has become an independent launching compound that functions as an independent unit with an 

arsenal of short and medium-range rockets and missiles for targeting the civilian and military Israeli 

infrastructures. 

In "the first line of defense", i.e., in the villages located in the strip between the Israeli border and the Litani River, 

Hezbollah deployed a short-range rocket infrastructure, while throughout "the second line of defense", i.e., in 

the villages north of the Litani River towards the al-Zaharani River, Hezbollah deployed its medium-range missile 

infrastructure in addition to its short-range rocket infrastructure. In addition, we are aware that all the various 

Hezbollah units, such as the Engineering unit, the Radwan units, and other designated units, have various sites 

for their needs within and near the villages. 

It should be noted that the "first line of defense" overlaps with UNFIL’s area of operation – an area that is 

supposed to be absent of any illegal military presence by the UNSCR 1701.  

  

https://israel-alma.org/2020/09/23/is-the-peace-generations-organization-for-demining-a-disguise-for-hezbollahs-human-shield-tactic-in-south-lebanon-has-the-explosion-in-ain-qana-on-septemb/
https://israel-alma.org/2020/09/23/is-the-peace-generations-organization-for-demining-a-disguise-for-hezbollahs-human-shield-tactic-in-south-lebanon-has-the-explosion-in-ain-qana-on-septemb/
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Hezbollah in fact divided its second line of defense into eastern and western areas: 
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The six sites - map and general data table: 

 

 

 

Site Google Maps Coordinates Google Earth Coordinates 

1 - Hezbollah´s military zone in 
"Deir El Zahrani", belongs to the 
missile unit 

33.261908, 35.320041 33°26'31.0"N 35°26'59.4"E 

2 - "al-Muraj" camp, Hezbollah's 
closed military zone, used to 
train activists and as a launch 
site 

33.445047, 35.529074 33°26'42.2"N 35°31'44.7"E 

3 - Hezbollah's military territory 
in "Chbeil”, belongs to the 
Combat engineering unit 

33.421215833195156, 
35.6000354279796 

33°25'16.4"N 35°36'00.1"E 

4 - Hezbollah military site in 
"Roumine", used for storage of 
weapons and rocket launches 

33.453000, 35.452583 33°27'10.8"N 35°27'09.3"E 

5 - Hezbollah's Combat 
engineering unit building in 
"Sejoud ", used to store 
explosives 

33.431234, 35.537086 33°25'52.4"N 35°32'13.5"E 

6 - Home Complex used by 
Hezbollah in "Arab Salim". 

33.427540,35.502740 33°25'39"N 35°30'09.0"E 
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The six sites - detailed: 

(Note – the coordinates appearing in the aerials are according to Google earth) 

1. Deir Al Zahrani- 

a. A closed Hezbollah military zone belonging to the missile array, used for storing missiles and 

launching positions. Civilians are prohibited from entering this area. 

b. The area is located on both banks of the Zaharani River, between the towns of Deir al-Zaharani 

(the original polygon itself is part of the town) and Kfruh and Hamila and Azza on the other bank. 

c. On the south bank is a large complex of buildings, it is not clear who it belongs to. The complex 

has a private access road, a tennis court, a pool, spacious open spaces, orchards and more. 

d. The North Bank is called "Tell Liyet el Ghanam" and apparently has another name: "Yerba Ghani". 
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2. Hezbollah's al- Muraj camp – 

a. Located between the villages of Jarja'a, al-Rihan and Sujud. Utilized to train activists. According to the 

information we have, there are also missile and mortar launchers on site. 

b. The camp's land has been confiscated from civilians and is located near populated civilian areas. 

c. The area is also known as "Ech Shouarat" and "Shaab Beit Hamad". 
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3. Mazraa Shbeil/Chbeil ("Shabil farms") 

a. Located between El Rihan, El Aishiya and Sujud. A closed military zone belonging to 

Hezbollah's combat engineering unit. 

b. Hezbollah commandeered the area's land and prevented the landowners from accessing them 

"in the name of the resistance and homeland security". 

c. Mazraa Shbeil was a Christian village in the past. Shi'ite businessman Ali Taj A-Din (he and his 

family are closely linked to Hezbollah) was accused by Christian and Druze leaders of taking 

over the village's land using Iranian funds while paying the sellers four times the price of the 

land. 

d. After the takeover, Hezbollah transferred Shi'ite residents on to the land. 

e. U.S. sanctions were imposed on Ali personally and on the Taj A-Din family businesses. 
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4. Horsh el Rouaiss - a forest area between Kfar Roumine (to the south) and Hamila 

a. A Hezbollah closed military zone. On site there apparently is an infrastructure of camouflaged 

bunkers for storing weapons and rocket launching sites. 

b. The surface is quite uniform except for the western corner where there is an access road and what 

appears to be a structure hidden from the public eye. 

c. Note – this site should not be confused with "Horch el Hamila" (another forest located 

compound). 
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5. Structure in the village of Sejoud – 

a. A building in the village used by Hezbollah's combat engineering unit to store weapons and 

explosives. 

b. Situated about 200 meters from the local soccer field and the local mosque. 
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6. A Structure in the village of Arab Salim (located between Khomin al-Fuke and Arab Salim) – 

a. A compound of houses used by Hezbollah that serves as the center of the "al-Rehan sector": 

 

 


